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Managing costs in voice and data communications
networks
The DatelCHECK service is designed specifically
to refine and streamline the cost management of
your voice and data communications networks.
By drawing from a pool of exceptional talent in
telecommunication services, we offer a consultative
approach to the ever increasing demand for cost
efficiency and value-for-money.
Our team’s pedigree in this area is second to none
with outstanding references for projects that have
saved clients hundreds of thousands of pounds per
year, as well as demonstrating rapid payback on
network development and enhancement.
Depending on your requirements, you can benefit from
our DatelCHECK service through delivery of a one-off
audit project or as an on-going managed service.

The service
DatelCHECK identifies all assets and costs associated
with network and service provision, determining the
need of the assets and benchmarking their cost against
industry standards. The service delivers:
• Site audits to match billed assets against 		
physical infrastructure
• Analysis of use and value-for-money for all 		
network components
• Rework of network design to eliminate 			
underutilised or redundant elements
• Analysis of capacity requirements for high 		
bandwidth or multi-serving circuits
• Creation of an asset database to facilitate 		
better on-going cost management
• Cease management for all services determined
to be no longer required
• Analysis of billing data and application of 		
approved tariffs to ensure correct charging
• Identification of services that could benefit from
competitive tendering
• Review of management tools and their configuration
to ensure correct reporting of capacity and usage
• Set-up and monitoring of regular reports to 		
demonstrate effective use of the assets and to match
against suppliers invoices
• Configuration of cost centre charging structures and
reporting to enable first line management of cost
• On-going bill verification and tariff management
services
• Project management of network improvements, site
relocations and other business changes to maintain
integrity and accuracy of costs, maximise the use
of deployed assets and minimise the risk of change
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Other services available from our team
In addition to conducting network audits resulting in
significant savings for our clients, Datel also manage
the internal billing and external bill verification services
for a number of clients. We currently manage such
services for over 8,000 users.

References
Datel’s experience and knowledge bridges both the
legacy and new technologies for communication
networks. You can benefit from our team’s skills at
developing and designing functional and cost effective
networks that have resulted in very satisfied clients who
consistently return to us for help with new projects.
The Datel Consulting team has been involved in the
provision of such services in one guise or another for
over twenty years. The impact of our projects is often
significant enough for our clients to ask us to maintain
confidentiality, however, to help you appreciate the
impact that we bring we can present a quotation from
the Head of Network Infrastructure for an international
BPO client …

For more information about how Datel Consulting
can help you to improve the performance and cost
effectiveness of your communications infrastructure
please contact:
Peter Middleton on 020 7815 5001
peter.middleton@datel-consulting.com

“Datel were introduced to me several years ago
and from the very start of the relationship I felt very
confident that they had a proven process coupled with
experienced personnel who could deliver the significant
savings that we had discussed at the kick off meeting.
Datel have intimate knowledge of the third-party
suppliers, billing processes and procedures which helps
them to quickly highlight areas of discrepancy. They
exceeded my savings forecast and also left a legacy of
improved processes.”
Our services are always tailored to individual clients
and our success in delivering such capabilities often
develop into long-term client relationships.
Datel Consulting Limited
46 Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1JE
Tel +44 (0) 207 815 5010
Fax +44 (0) 207 815 5050
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